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Preventing Distribution Grid Congestion by Integrating Indirect Control in a Hierarchical Electric Vehicles Management System
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Abstract—In this paper, a hierarchical management system is proposed to integrate electric vehicles (EVs) into a distribution grid. Three types of actors are included in the system: Distribution system operators (DSOs), Fleet operators (FOs) and EV owners. In contrast to a typical hierarchical control system where the upper level controller directly controls the lower level subordinated nodes, this study aims to integrate two common indirect control methods: market-based control and price-based control into the hierarchical electric vehicles management system. Specifically, on the lower level of the hierarchy, the FOs coordinate the charging behaviors of their EV users using a price-based control method. A parametric utility model is used on the lower level to characterize price elasticity of electric vehicles and thus used by the FO to coordinate the individual EV charging. On the upper level of the hierarchy, the distribution system operator uses the market-based control strategy to coordinate the limited power capacity of power transformer with fleet operators. To facilitate the application of the two indirect control methods into the system, a model describing decision tasks in control is used to specify the essential functions that are needed in the control system. The simulations illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In addition to their societal and environmental benefits, electric vehicles have been well recognized as a valuable asset to the smart grid in power industry. However, a large scale penetration of electric vehicles may introduce adverse impacts on the secure and economic operation of the power distribution systems if their charging behaviors are not coordinated [1]. Research has been performed to study the EV impacts on the grid from different aspects such as power losses [2], grid congestion and voltage drop [3].

The conclusions are that without charging coordination, the power consumption on a local scale can lead to grid problems as mentioned above. To mitigate the influences, various types of intelligent control strategies have been proposed in the literature. In [4], a smart charging system is designed and implemented that allows the direct interaction between the EVs and power grid. The purpose of the smart charging system is to minimize the charging cost of EVs and prevent damage caused by the excessive loads. In [5], the authors presented a controller at household level based on fuzzy logic to meet the EV charging objective as well as to avoid new peaks consumption. In [6], different priority criteria such as battery state of charge, slack time, and their fairness index are integrated and compared to integrate EV smoothly and efficiently into the distribution network. It is noted that those studies [4]–[6] focus on EV intelligent control strategies design either on the distribution system level or at the household level. However, the FO who will play important role in the near future, is not considered in the studies.

To cover the missing perspective, hierarchical electric vehicles management systems have been proposed and investigated in [7]–[10]. Guille and Gross [7] proposed a framework that recognizes the central role of a EV FO in collecting the EVs to form aggregations and dealing with energy service providers and the system operator for the purchase/provision of energy and capacity services. In [8], a fleet operator is proposed to manage electric vehicles by preparing the buy/sell bids into the electricity market. However, a prior interaction between the FO and the DSO must exist to prevent the occurrence of congestion and voltage problems in the distribution network. In [9], the major objective of the upper-level hierarchy is to minimize the total cost of system operation by jointly dispatching generators and electric vehicle aggregators. The lower-level system aims at strictly following the dispatching instruction from the upper-level decision-maker by designing appropriate charging/discharging strategies for each individual EV in a specified dispatching period. Similar to [9], Xu et al. [10] proposed a hierarchical framework for coordinated charging of electric vehicles in China where the decision made in the upper level is used as a reference in the lower level. In [11], an electric vehicle charging system is envisioned by Ericsson where the electric vehicles charging profiles are coordinated by the aggregator and the utility. The aggregator sends the charging schedule to the EV via public mobile network and the charging logic in the car executes the charging schedule.

It is noted that a limitation can be summarized for above studies. For the proposed hierarchical electric vehicle management system [7]–[11], at each level of the hierarchy, the
upper level controller directly sends commands in term of power limits, energy dispatching, charging schedule etc to the lower level units. Although the direct control method is widely proposed in both levels of the hierarchical electric vehicles management system, research in [12] indicates that it might not be optimal considering the communication infrastructure cost.

Alternatively, to overcome the limitations of direct control systems, indirect control is proposed and used for EV management [13]–[18]. In [13], [19], two types of indirect control are categorized: market-based control [14], [15] and price-based control [16]–[18]. Market-based control [20] is a paradigm for controlling complex systems with conflicting resources. It typically includes the features found in a market such as decentralized decision making and interacting agents. Market-based control usually requires two way communication, e.g., exchange the price and power schedule information. Price-based control, instead, applies broadcasting of price signal with a regular updated frequency to the demand side resources.

Applications of the market-based control in EV charging management are investigated in [14], [15]. The authors assumed that the EVs determine the charging schedule individually with the objective of cost minimization as well as respecting to the energy constraints of driving requirements. Meanwhile, the EVs also need to interact with the upper level controller, i.e., a system operator to achieve the goal of valley filling in such a way that the utility could meet anticipated additional loads for EV charging without additions to their existing resources plan.

In contrast to market-based control, one way communication is used by price-based control. In this scenario, the EV controller does not need to propose and submit their charging profile to the upper level controller. Instead, the upper level controller will anticipate EV response to the price signal sent by it. The price signals ranges from a simple time-of-use electricity rate [16] to varying hourly prices [17], [18]. The study in [16] suggested that the time-of-use rates can be properly designed to reduce the peak demand as EVs penetrate the vehicle market. It is also noted in [16] that the extent to which properly designed rates could assist in maintaining grid reliability will remain open until EV owners price responsiveness are empirically tested through experiment pilots. Similarly, [17], [18] investigated the price elasticity of general electricity consumers which is considered as one of the key issues in price-based control approach.

It should be noted that all control methods have their limitations. More specifically, direct control implies high communication and computation requirements, price-based control brings higher uncertainty to the controllers such as DSO or FO, market-based control introduces unnecessary complexity to objects under control such as individual EVs as indicated in [14], [15]. To manage and implement the electric vehicles smart charging, the information, interactions, and functions required in fleet operator and EV charging controller are discussed in details in [22] for direct and indirect control method. The charging infrastructure, battery management system, and the communication requirements for smart charging is overviewed in [23]. In order to realize a standardized communication interface between the vehicle and the grid e.g., in Europe, the standardization proposals [24], [25] will make it possible for EV users to have easy access to EV charging equipment (EVSE) and related services throughout Europe. EVSE refers to all devices installed for delivering power from the electrical supply point to the EV and this charging equipment will support smart charging functions. The decision of the charging can be made on the EV level or on the FOs level. The IEC61850 and IEC15118 are the most recommended communication standard, and are demonstrated in details, by the sequence diagram of a charging process between the EVSE and the EVs.

Given the background, this paper aims to integrate market-based and price-based control strategies in a hierarchical EV management system which is essential to consider the involvements of the FO. The purpose is to use the advantages of the hierarchical electric vehicles management system and the two control methods to ensure the control performance while reducing the communication and computational resource cost.

There are three main research contributions in this study: First, we propose a hierarchical electric vehicle management system to integrate electric vehicles into a distribution network considering the involvement of an important commercial player, i.e., fleet operator in the smart grid. In contrast to a typical hierarchical control system where the upper level controller directly controls the lower level subordinated entities, this study integrates two common indirect control methods: market-based control and price-based control into the hierarchical EV management system. Second, a holistic design procedure is followed in the management system design which includes sketch of the hierarchical electric vehicles charging system, analysis of the system functions and interactions, and control methods development. In particular, the decision model proposed by Rasmussen [26] is applied to specify the functions and interactions for DSO and fleet operator in this hierarchical EV management system. Third, we apply the statistical demand price model previously proposed in [18] to the electric vehicle charging problem in the lower level hierarchy. The impacts of parameter setting on the system is further analyzed to gain better insight on the performance of the proposed system under different application scenarios.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, a control system architecture is presented which integrates the electric vehicles as well as to prevent the grid congestion. Section III describes the mathematical formulation of the two control algorithms. Simulations are presented in Section IV to illustrate the performance of the proposed control algorithms. Finally, discussion and conclusions are made in Section V.

II. CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

In this section, we firstly introduce the basic concept of hierarchical systems. Then, we apply the concept to design a hierarchical system for integrating EVs into the power distribution systems. Finally, the decision models of DSO and FOs used in the proposed hierarchical electric vehicles management system are described.
A. A Formal Definition of Hierarchy

As discussed in [21], a hierarchical system has the following properties:

- A hierarchy has a set of nodes.
- The nodes are connected into a tree structure with a directed relation of subordination.
- A node can only be subordinate to one other node.
- The relation of subordination is transitive (i.e., if Node 1 is subordinate to Node 2, and Node 2 is subordinate to Node 3, then Node 1 is subordinate to Node 3).
- A hierarchy can have any number of levels.

The definition of a hierarchy is dependent on what it means that a node is subordinate to another node. Thus many types of hierarchy could be identified depending on how subordination is defined in the system. In [21], a collection of different types of hierarchy are listed that include control hierarchy, class hierarchy, part-whole hierarchy etc.

B. A Hierarchical Electric Vehicles Management System

Inspired by the definition of a hierarchy, Fig. 1 presents the architecture of hierarchical electric vehicles management systems which aims to optimally integrate the electric vehicles as well as to prevent the grid congestion. In this system, several FOs are specified to manage the EV fleets, and the distribution system operator can interact with the FOs to eliminate the grid congestion. FO, as a new business entity, is largely proposed in the academy and industry to aggregate electric vehicles charging and exploit new business opportunities by providing multiple services of EVs to system operators. Alternative names for an EV FO are used such as EV virtual power plant, EV aggregator, or EV charging service provider. The new entity [7], [8] could be independent or integrated in an existing business function of the energy supplier or distribution system operator.

We want to point out the difference between a hierarchical system and a control hierarchy. As discussed in section II-A, a control hierarchy system is a type of hierarchical system. A control hierarchy system means the upper level node directly sends commands to the lower subordinated nodes. But in this study, in the upper level hierarchy, the FOs negotiates with the DSO on power transformer capacity instead of specified directly by the DSO. In the lower level hierarchy, the FOs uses the price to coordinate the charging patterns of electric vehicles instead of sending a charging command to the EV fleet. The setup means a coordination hierarchy rather than a control hierarchy is studied in this paper.

Note that the choice of using different control strategies at different levels of the system is based on economic and practical considerations, where the price-based control is used in the lower hierarchy to alleviate the effort of individual EV’s operation, while the market-based control used in the upper hierarchy helps DSO to prevent grid congestion in a more accurate way due to a confirmed power schedules of FOs after the negotiations. In addition, it also reduces the computational requirement to DSO because the power schedule decision is made by the FOs.

C. Decision Task Analysis for Distribution System Operator and Fleet Operators

Fig.1 only gives general relations between different actors in a hierarchical EVs management system and it is unclear how decisions are made for the individual actors in the system. In this section, we present a method to systematically develop the decision models of DSO and FOs. The decision model of EVs is not considered for this study, since their aggregated charging profiles are represented by FOs. Rasmussen’s decision model [26] is used to define tasks required in the control system. The model was initially developed for modeling operators decision making in process plant control rooms. As illustrated in Fig. 2, a separate decision model is used to represent the tasks of DSO and FOs.

1) Decision model for distribution system operator: The actions used in the model include:

- Activate: This function detects the needs for action, for example, the DSO observes the increasing number of EVs that cause overloading of the network in certain period. Then, it will generate altering signals. DSO is activated.
- Observe: When altered, the DSO begins to observe and collect a set of system parameters which form a set of observations.
- Identify: Based on the observations, DSO identifies the system state as normal or abnormal (e.g., part of the network is overloaded in evening time).
- Interpret and Evaluate: According to the system state, DSO will interpret the system considering the performance criteria and thus define the goal state.

Now, it is assumed that the DSO identifies an overloading problem and resolves that it needs to be solved by control actions. The sequence will move to the right branch of the decision model of DSO that defines the control methods.

- Define task: Market-based control is used to resolve the problem.
- Formulate procedure: After identifying the task, the DSO will formulate the procedure to implement the market-based control, i.e., send price (reflecting congestions) and congestion status (congestion cleared or not) to FOs.
- Execute: When the procedure is ready, DSO will execute the procedure and send the price and congestion status to
FOs. Note that between these two separate decision models of DSO and FOs, information exchanges are needed for coordinations. The prices reflecting grid congestions and the grid congestion status will be sent to FO to influence FOs decision making. The process usually requires a few iterations until the DSO decides to stop the iteration, and signals the FOs to execute the aggregated power schedules.

2) Decision model for fleet operator: The actions in the decision model of FO are described as follows:

- **Activate**: FO detects the needs for action, e.g., the FO is informed by the EVs.
- **Observe**: When alerted, the FO begins to observe and collect information and data such as the initial SOC and driving energy requirements of electric vehicles.
- **Identify**: Based on the observations, FOs identify the system state such as starting the charging schedule preparations.
- **Interpret and Evaluate**: According to the system state, FO will interpret the system considering the performance criteria and thus define the goal state.
- **Decide to stop iteration**: The performance block is influenced by the price and congestion status information sent out by the DSO, thus the goal state might be different if nothing is sent by the DSO. In this stage, the goal state is set to minimize the charging cost as well as fulfill the EV users’ energy requirements.
  - **Define task**: FO decides to generate optimal charging schedules with the purpose of minimizing the charging cost and therefore avoiding the higher congestion price periods specified by the DSO.
  - **Formulate procedure**: After the task is defined, FOs will formulate the procedure to generate the overall charging schedules using the statistical model of EV charging elasticity. In this block, FOs also need to check the status information and then decide whether they need to send the power schedule to the DSO. This is because in general the congestion periods will be avoided. However, a new congestion might exist if the charging is moving to another period.
  - **Execute**: When the procedure is ready, i.e., the final charging schedule is made. FO will execute the procedure such as bid into spot market and send final price (spot price plus congestion price) to the EVs.

The purpose of this subsection has been to systematically define essential functions and interactions required in the hierarchical electric vehicles charging system when using market-based and price-based control strategies. In section III,
the focus will be on mathematical modeling of two blocks (the ‘Formulate procedure’ blocks) defined in the decision models.

III. CONTROL METHODS DEVELOPMENT

In this section, we firstly introduce the method used by the FOs to manage the EV fleet charging. The method is used in the ‘Formulate procedure’ block inside the decision model of FO, highlighted by orange in Fig.2. Then, we present the method for the DSO to design the congestion prices that is used in the ‘Formulate procedure’ block inside the decision model of DSO, marked as green in Fig.2. In the end, we combine them into an integrated control algorithm that forms a close-loop of this system.

A. Price-based Control Used by FO to Manage the Charging of EV fleet

In this study, we use the statistical model of demand elasticity developed in [18] and adapt it for EV charging. In general, loads can be classified into three main categories according to their behaviors relative to price: critical loads, interruptible loads and deferrable loads. According to [18], a load is deferrable if the load has non-zero utility values at multiple time slots, which enable the user to reschedule the loads to maximize its benefits considering the time-varying electricity prices. In addition, the load must consume a minimum amount of power over a given interval of time. Normally, the utility function of a deferrable load is at its peak when the load is initially requested, and diminishes over time due to the inconvenience of increasing waiting time to the user.

An electric vehicle is a typical load which can be categorized as a deferrable load. Thus the model developed in [18] can be applied to manage a large-scale of electric vehicles and the model is feasible for the FOs to estimate the aggregated EV charging profiles. Note that the model is chosen mainly due to its fitness for the concept of price-based control as well as its effectiveness of obtained an aggregated power profiles. The model predicts EV owners charging preferences over prices without knowing their detailed driving information, then from statistical perspective, the FO can get an aggregated power profiles.

Mathematically, a rational EV owner will choose to schedule his/her charging task to maximize its welfare defined as the difference between its utility and cost:

$$ W_i(t) = U_i(t) - \rho_t \cdot \varphi_i(t), \quad t = 1, ..., T \quad (1) $$

Dividing (1) by $\varphi_i(t)$, one gets

$$ b_i(t) = \frac{U_i(t)}{\varphi_i(t)} - \rho_t \frac{\varphi_i(t)}{\varphi_i(t)} = r_i(t) - \rho_t, \quad t = 1, ..., T \quad (2) $$

where $i = 1, ..., N_E$ is the index of EV under one FO, $\varphi_i(t)$ is the energy/power consumption (hourly based) of EV$i$, $U_i(t)$ is the utility function of charging at time $t$, $\rho_t$ is the unit electricity price at time slot $t$, $r_i(t)$ is the marginal utility function of EV$i$, $b_i(t)$ is the unit welfare of the EV$i$ owner.

Accordingly, the EV will be scheduled to the time slots where the welfare function is maximized. One can deduce that the energy consumption $p_i$ of each EV is directly related to the price vector $\rho = \rho_1, ..., \rho_T$:

$$ p_i(\rho, t) = \begin{cases} \varphi_i(t), & b_i(t) > 0, b_i(t) \geq b_i(\tau), \forall \tau \in \Gamma; \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3) $$

$\tau$ is the variable for time slot, $\Gamma$ is the set of all time slots, $|\Gamma| = T$. Eq. (3) means if the welfare of $EV_i$ reaches a maximum at time slot $t$ (i.e., larger than any other time slot $\tau$), the energy consumption of $EV_i$ will be $\varphi_i(t)$, otherwise, it will be zero.

The sum of energy consumption for all the EVs within one fleet operator, which represents the aggregated demand curve of the fleet operator, is thus a function of electricity price $\rho$, which is given by

$$ P_t(\rho) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_E} p_i(\rho, t) \quad (4) $$

where $P_t$ stands for the sum of energy consumptions of all the EVs and $t$ goes from 1 to $T$.

The EV demand of a power network is accordingly completely characterized once the utility functions of all the EVs are known. As illustrated in Fig. 3, it is assumed in [18] that the marginal utility functions of EVs $r_i(t)$ is realized by the following parametric stochastic process:

$$ r_i(t) = \begin{cases} \beta - \delta(t - \alpha), & \alpha \leq t \leq \alpha + \gamma \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (5) $$

where $\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta$ are random variables that describe the different characteristics of the utility function:

1) $\alpha$ stands for the time slot that a charging task is initially requested, which also reflects the task distribution;
2) $\beta$ is the initial marginal utility, which stands for the magnitude of the marginal utility;
3) $\gamma$ is the tolerable delay, which determines the maximum delay that a user can tolerate to finish a charging task;
4) $\delta$ is the utility decay rate, which represents the cost of inconvenience by the delay.

The distribution of marginal utility function parameters $\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta$ collectively reflects the dynamic behavior of EV charging. As discussed in [18], these parameters can be
estimated by survey. Although these parameter values vary from person to person that may be influenced by a number of factors such as users’ preferences, economic factors, and other random effects, the aggregated loads can be highly regular for system with a large amount of independent users since it can be guaranteed by the law of large number.

Based on this model, the aggregated demand curve can now be estimated by the expectation with respect to the distribution of \( r_1(t) \), which is given as follows:

\[
\hat{P}_1(p) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_F} E[p_i(p, t)] = \sum_{i=1}^{N_F} \varphi_i * Q\{b_i(t) > 0, b_i(t) \geq b_i(t); \forall \tau \in \Gamma\},
\]

(6)

where \( E[\cdot] \) is stochastic expectation operation, \( E_0 \) is the total EV energy consumption of one FO to be scheduled in the scheduling period, and

\[
Q(t) = Q\{b_i(t) > 0, b_i(t) \geq b_i(t); \forall \tau \in \Gamma\}
\]

(7)

is the probability that a charging will be scheduled at time slot \( t \), which can be calculated from the probability distribution \( f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta) \) as follows:

\[
Q(t) = \sum_{\gamma=1}^{\tau_{max}} \sum_{\alpha=1-\gamma+1}^{t} \int_{\beta_1}^{\beta_2} \int_{\delta_1}^{\delta_2} f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta) d\beta d\delta
\]

(8)

Here the upper and lower bounds of the integrals are given by:

\[
\beta_i^l = \rho_i + \delta (t - \alpha) \\
\delta_i^h = \min_{u:t(u) \in [t+1, \alpha+1]} \left[ \frac{\rho_i - \rho_u}{u - t} \right] \\
\delta_i^l = \max_{u:t(u) \in [\alpha, t-1]} \left[ \frac{\rho_i - \rho_u}{u - t} \right]
\]

(9)

\[\text{B. Market-Based Control Used by the DSO to Coordinate the FOs' Charging Schedules}\]

Denote the aggregated charging schedule \( P_t \) in (4) as \( P_k,t \) where \( k = 1, ..., N_F \) is the index for the number of FO. For market-based control strategy, different control algorithms can be applied such as a uniform price auction mechanism [27], a shadow-price-based mechanism or a price penalized mechanism [28]. A simple way adapted from [29] is presented in the following:

\[
\Lambda^\sigma + 1 = \Lambda^\sigma + \omega * \max\left(0, \frac{P_{\text{base}} + \sum_{k=1}^{N_F} P_{k,t} - P_{H,T}}{P_{H,T}}\right)
\]

(10)

where \( \Lambda \) is the congestion price that reflects the overloading problem, \( \sigma \) is the index for the number of the iterations required between the DSO and the FOs. \( \omega \) is the weighting factor. \( P_{H,T} \) denotes the capacity of the power transformer. \( P_{\text{base}} \) represents the conventional loads. It can be estimated from the historical loading profiles. The physical meaning of (10) is to determine the congestion price based on the ratio of a power difference (total demand minus power transformer capacity) divided by the power transformer capacity.

\[\text{C. Integrated Control Algorithm (ICA) for the Hierarchical Electric Vehicles Management System}\]

As illustrated in Fig. 4, integrated control algorithms used in the hierarchical electric vehicles management system is summarized as following:

- Step1: DSO initiates a congestion price, such as \( \Lambda^0 = 0 \).
- Step2: FOs uses the congestion price and the predicted spot price to schedule the charging process of the EV fleet. If the congestion status sent out by DSO is flagged as 1, FO resends the aggregated schedule to DSO; otherwise, FOs bid the power schedule into the spot market.
- Step3: DSO checks the grid congestion, updates the congestion status and congestion prices. DSO has the right to determine when to stop the iterative processes, e.g., based on the checked grid status.
- Repeat step 1, 2, and 3, until the congestion problem is solved.

The control algorithm described above is stable due to the presence of the feedback loop, which has been shown previously in [14], [15], [30] for systems with similar features. In [14], it is proved that the magnitude of the penalty value for deviating from the mass average has to stay within certain range to reach stable equilibrium. In [15], [30], both studies indicate that even some updated information is missing in some iteration, the stable equilibrium can still be reached. Hence the stability mathematic proof study is omitted here for brevity. Similarly, in this study, as can be seen in (10), \( \omega \) plays the role as a penalty parameter when updates the congestion prices. In fact, it is still a challenge to set the penalty parameter effectively in different systems, though many related methods (e.g., static, dynamic, adaptive or self-adaptive penalty function methods) have been proposed [31]. In this study, we focus on demonstrating its effectiveness with simulation results in the next section and analyzing the stability by evaluating some parameter’s influences on the control performance.

\[\text{IV. CASE STUDIES}\]

A typical Danish 10kV radial network is considered in this case study that supplies 1400 households [32]. We assume that 20% of the households have an electric vehicle. Two FOs are assumed to manage these 280 EVs. FO1 is assumed to manage 180 EVs and FO2 is assumed to manage 100 EVs. The time slots considered in the case study range from 16:00 in the afternoon to 6:00 in the morning of next day. It is assumed that the fully charged battery in the morning could sustain
EVs’ daily driving requirements in most time, meaning that in few cases, EVs may need to charge it in other time slots. We assume that FO1 and FO2 share similar information. Among 280 EVs, each 20% are supposed to be charged from 4 kWh, 6 kWh, 8 kWh, 10 kWh and 12 kWh to 24 kWh respectively. So the total of initial load requested from users will be 2.88 MWh for FO1 denoted as \( E_1 \) and 1.6 MWh for FO2 denoted as \( E_2 \). And the initial requested load in each time slot will be obtained by \( L_t = E_i \cdot f_\alpha(t) \cdot \omega = 1, 2 \). The probability function of \( \alpha \) is set as \( f_\alpha(t) = \{ 5/39, 10/39, 2/39, 2/39, 1/39, 1/39, 1/39, 2/39, 2/39, 2/39 \} \).

Note the set of \( \{1/39, 2/39, 1/39, 1/39, 1/39, 2/39, 1/39, 1/39, 1/39, 1/39\} \). The set of \( f_\alpha \) used here serves an illustrating example, it may changes in different FO EV operation system. In general, the EV users prefer to charge the vehicle as earlier as possible if the electricity price is lower than the utility, so \( f_\alpha(t) \) has big values in the beginning time slots. For other parameters:

- \( \beta, \gamma, \delta \) are assumed to be uniformly distributed within \([1, 20], [1, 14] \) and \([0.02, 1]\), respectively.
- Spot price from the Nordpool market is used and the price information is listed as \( \phi_\beta(t) = \{ 0.3876, 0.4734, 0.3951, 0.5338, 0.4943, 0.4101, 0.3774, 0.3642, 0.3563, 0.3514, 0.3502, 0.3498, 0.3514, 0.3627 \} \) DKK/kWh.
- The weighting factor \( \omega \) in (10) is 4.
- The total transformer capacity allocated to two FOs is 1 MW.

A set of experiments are conducted in this section to verify the effectiveness of the proposed integrated algorithms (shown in Section A) and the effect of parameter settings on the performance (presented in Section B). It is important to note that only the results of the time slots \( (T_1, T_2, and T_3) \) which can cause difference on the performance of different parameter settings are summarized in this section.

### A. Effectiveness of the Proposed Integrated Control Algorithm

With the above assumptions, the initial requested values of the load in \( T_1, T_2, \) and \( T_3 \) are 0.5743 MW, 1.1487 MW, and 0.6892 MW, respectively. It is noted that the requested load in \( T_2 \) exceeds 1 MW. Using (10), we increase the congestion price at \( T_2 \), accordingly, the sum of FOs aggregated demand will decrease. However, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the overloading problem still exists at iteration 1. Therefore, DSO uses (10) again to increase the congestion price and update the congestion price to two FOs. As shown in Fig. 5, the congestion in \( T_2 \) is solved at iteration 2.

To better illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed integrated algorithm, we compared ICA with a case using purely price control (PPC), i.e., without the inclusion of market-based control. In PPC, when solving the peak in \( T_2 \), we set the congestion price 1.5 and 2 times of the original price at iteration 2, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the congestion in \( T_2 \) can be solved by PPC method (from 1.0853 MW at iteration 1 to 0.5700 MW at iteration 2), however, a new congestion happens (i.e., 1.2680) if the congestion price is set to 2 times of the original price. We can conclude that the effect of purely price control is fast, but the overall performance is hard to control, i.e., how to find the suitable congestion price that does not introduce new peak problem [33], [34]. The results indicate an unstable problem if purely price control is applied. From the results, it can be seen that as the proposed integrated control algorithm ICA adopted both the advantage of price control (e.g., quick response) and market based control (e.g., the utilization of feedback information), it could avoid the sharp change on load and show a better overall performance, which verifies the effectiveness of the algorithm.

### B. Effect of the Parameter Settings

#### 1) Effect of the weighting factor \( \omega \):

Table I summaries the experimental results that only the weighting factor is changed to 1, 5, 8.9625, 13.5, and 20. From Table I, we can see that if \( \omega < 5 \), the load will decrease and increase gradually in \( T_2 \) and \( T_3 \), as desired; when \( \omega \geq 5 \), the load will not change during the iterations; especially, when \( \omega = 8.9625 \), the load in \( T_2 \) and \( T_3 \) will be the same. On the other hand, when the weighting factor is relatively larger (i.e., \( \omega \geq 13.5 \)), the load goes up and down in both time slots, i.e., oscillation happens.

In addition, Fig. 8, 9, 10 presents the trends for varying \( \omega \) at iteration 1 to 3. In the figures, it can be seen that when \( \omega = 20 \), from iteration 1 to 2, the load has a sharp decrease...
Fig. 7: Comparison of ICA and PPC at iteration 2 when the congestion price of PPC is set as 2 times of original spot price

TABLE I: RESULTS WITH VARYING $\omega$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\omega$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>8.9625</th>
<th>13.5</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iteration</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0667</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9189</td>
<td>0.8347</td>
<td>0.7141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0522</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9189</td>
<td>0.8443</td>
<td>1.0278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8: Comparison of load results with varying $\omega$ at iteration 1

Fig. 9: Comparison of load results with varying $\omega$ at iteration 2

Fig. 10: Comparison of load results with varying $\omega$ at iteration 3

in $T_2$ (2 on the x-axis/Time (Hr)) and a sharp increase in $T_3$; but from iteration 2 to 3, there is a sharp increase in $T_2$ (even larger than the original load) and a sharp decrease in $T_3$. The above results verify that $\omega$ should be chosen with a relatively smaller value.

As can be seen from the results, the weighting factor $\omega$ plays a key role in designing an appropriate congestion price, which will influence the load directly. A too small value will have little effect on the load while a too large value will make the load oscillate. It thus can be concluded that a suitable value of $\omega$ is necessary to balance the system.

Furthermore, the value of $\omega$ will also influence the congestion price, note how to use the price in the reality, e.g., integrated into the electricity bill is out of the scope of this paper but will be addressed in the future work from the authors.

2) Effect of $\beta$: The experimental results are provided in Table II, with the initial marginal utility $\beta$ being solely changed to [0.1 10], [0.1 20], [0.6 20], [1 20], and [1 10]. As shown in Table II, if the lower boundary of $\beta$ is smaller than a certain value (i.e., 0.6), the load will increase in $T_2$ and $T_3$ when the upper boundary is increasing; while when the lower boundary of $\beta$ is larger than this value, the load will be kept the same as that in 0.6. This can be concluded that the lower boundary will determine the load directly, while the upper boundary will have some effect on the performance only when the lower boundary is larger than a certain value.

As illustrated in section III. A, $\beta$ stands for the magnitude of the marginal utility, which reflects the welfare or benefits
to a certain degree. So, if the lower boundary is larger than a certain value, i.e., the electricity price, then the price has no influence on the charging schedule, as a smaller value of $\beta$ will cause the EV users to reconsider and reschedule the load in order to maximize the welfare.

**TABLE II: RESULTS WITH VARYING $\beta$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>[0.1 10]</th>
<th>[0.2 20]</th>
<th>[0.1 20]</th>
<th>[1 20]</th>
<th>[1 10]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iteration</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_3$/MW</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_3$/MW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0443</td>
<td>1.0649</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
<td>1.0853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0034</td>
<td>1.0068</td>
<td>1.0110</td>
<td>1.0110</td>
<td>1.0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0003</td>
<td>1.0007</td>
<td>1.0014</td>
<td>1.0014</td>
<td>1.0014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III: RESULTS WITH VARYING $\delta$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>[0.02 0.4]</th>
<th>[0.02 1]</th>
<th>[0.02 10]</th>
<th>[0.1 10]</th>
<th>[1 10]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iteration</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td>$T_2$/MW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7299</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.7527</td>
<td>0.7527</td>
<td>0.7527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7670</td>
<td>0.7967</td>
<td>0.8269</td>
<td>0.8269</td>
<td>0.8269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7699</td>
<td>0.8025</td>
<td>0.8365</td>
<td>0.8365</td>
<td>0.8365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Effect of $\delta$: Table III presents the experimental results with varying $\delta$, i.e., [0.02 0.4], [0.02 1], [0.02 10], [0.1 10], and [1 10]. Table III indicates that if the upper boundary of $\delta$ is smaller than certain value (i.e., 0.4, in the first column), the load in $T_2$ and $T_3$ will keep the same; otherwise, the load in $T_2$ will decrease and the load in $T_3$ will increase as desired when the upper boundary value is increasing (e.g., from 0.4 to 1 and 10). Regarding the lower boundary, if it is larger than a certain value (i.e., 1), the load will also keep the same in both time slots (e.g., the last column). In Table III, it can be seen that the effect of $\delta$ with the range [0.02 1] is more obvious than other ranges. As $\delta$ represents the cost of inconvenience by the delay, the results show that if the cost of inconvenience is too small or too large, the EV users will not be influenced; otherwise, they will reschedule the load according to the cost of inconvenience by the delay.

**V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

This paper presents a systematic way of integrating two indirect control methods, i.e., market-based control and price-based control, into a hierarchical EV management system. It is generally accepted that market-based and price-based control have received a lot of attention in applications to demand response due to their advantages such as lower communication cost and computational complexity. However, both control strategies have the limitations such as price-based control brings higher uncertainty to the controllers while market-based control introduce complexity to the control objects. The purpose of applying indirect control in a hierarchical electric vehicles management system is to combine the advantages of the two control methods under the framework of hierarchical system. Market-based control strategy is used by the DSO to coordinate with FOs with the purpose of preventing grid congestions by having a confirmed power consumption schedules of FOs at the end of the iterations. In addition, market-based control presents FOs opportunities to negotiate on scarce resources of power transformer. Price control is used by FO to coordinate EV fleets charging behaviors for easy implementation. The statistical model is used in the price control to generate an aggregated power schedule. With the proposed methods, the grid congestion can be solved effectively.

To sum up, the proposed hierarchical EV management system has advantages over purely price-based control (PPC) method, since the PPC control brings oscillations, i.e., new peak loads in the system, while the oscillation problem can be resolved by the proposed system. In addition, compared to the typical hierarchical EV control system, the proposed hierarchical management system keeps privacy to the fleet operators as well as to the EV owners, lowers the computational requirements of power distribution system operators. For future study, it would be interesting to investigate the method of determining the suitable value of omega in real time operation, since it balances the loading profile and the prices. Another interesting research direction is to experimentally test the proposed methods such as via survey, questionnaires etc., with the data collected, the suitable values can be identified in real applications.
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